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Sistory of Festivus
Sister Festivus Illuminata honours the "Sistory" of the
world-wide Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence who work to
improve the lives of those affected by HIV. Festivus
also honours Vancouver's present-day reality through
work to alleviate and end homelessness and to provide
support to groups and projects that might otherwise go
unacknowledged.
Sr. Festivus joins with the Sisters of Perpetual
Indulgence around the world through our universal
vows to promulgate universal joy, expiate stigmatic
guilt and to serve the community, our fellow Sisters and
the Order fo the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence.
Our presentation as 21st century nuns is not to mock
women religious, but rather, a Sister of Perpetual
Indulgence combines non-conventional gender roles,
religion and sexuality with the intention of opening up
conversations that may at times, seem too difficult to
approach.
Through the course of time, physicians have been and continue to be, faced with what to do with
issues of guilt in the lives of their patients. Often feelings of guilt have harmed people in a manner
that manifests physically or emotionally. Some counselors try to explain guilt away and they may
have some success. In many cases, all they succeed in doing is pacifying guilt temporarily or in
pinning the blame on others.
We the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence present our message of joy and acceptance to the greater
community as something that deals with the natural aspirations of the human heart and spirit. I believe
that the reality is that people deeply desire to feel good, to be good and to feel worthy of love and
acceptance … from within and from without.
I have come to believe that Sisters must be wordsmiths. To use words to ravish people with the
beautiful reality that everyone is unique and special and that no prior hurtful, unkind, insensitive words,
events or any particular individual should take their power and ultimately make them feel any less vital
than any other human being.

Making Canadian
History!
Sr. Fesvitus Illuminata making
Canadian history during Vancouver
PRIDE in August of 2016 by
solemnizing the first public marriage
ceremony of five couples of the
greater Vancouver LGBTQ2+
community. Thousands of spectators
were on hand to observe and to
celebrate the occasion.
Sister Festivus receives requests regularly to perform and solemnize the act of marriage within the
LGVTQ2+ community.
Same sex marriage has been legal in Ontario since 2003. Two years later, Canada became the fourth
country in the world to legalize same-sex marriage nationwide with the enactment of the Civil Marriage
Act, which provides a gender-neutral marriage definition.
Same-sex couples want to marry for all the same reasons as their opposite-sex counterparts. These
reasons include: for legal security, to publicly celebrate their commitment, to provide greater legal
protection for their children, or simply because they are in love.
A marriage certificate also allows married partners to easily prove their legal rights if challenged, for
example in emergency situations. The capacity to quickly and easily prove one’s relationship status is
particularly important for same-sex partners because prejudice against same-sex relationships can
mean legal rights are denied. While marriage equality will not remove all prejudice, discrimination and
unequal treatment against same-sex attracted people, it will be an important step towards this goal.
I am happy to assist anyone regardless of sexual orientation, gender identity, spiritual or religious
faith. We are all ONE.

"Sister Festivus Illuminata of the Vancouver Sisters of
Perpetual Indulgence, who is an ordained minister sanctioned
to perform and solemnize marriages in B.C., Alberta, Ontario,
and Quebec, will officiate a ground-breaking public marriage
ceremony of five couples of the LGBTQ2+ community at
Vancouver PRIDE on August 2, 2016." -- The Georgia Straight

Always sharing a positive, uplifting message!
Sr. Fesvitus Illuminata accepts limited
bookings as a guest vocalist and event host.
As Festivus keeps a very busy schedule most
booking must be made with advance notice.
Sr. Festivus is ordained, available to perform
and solemnize marriage.
Fees or honorariums raised by Festivus
through bookings are given to the Vancouver
Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence general fund
to be used directly for community projects
and/or support.

Contact:
email: info@festivus.me
Visit website: www.festivus.me
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